COLOUR IN...

Name
Date

Turn Whizz-Bee into a Christmas bauble!

Psst… Teachers

Why not take a picture of your students’ masterpiece and post it on the
Maths-Whizz Facebook page for your chance to win Whizz goodies? Simply go to
facebook.com/MathsWhizzTutor or search for ‘Maths-Whizz’ and upload!
Winners to be announced on 22nd December. Good luck Whizzers!
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COLOUR IN...

Name
Date

Turn Fat Cat into a Santa Cat!

Psst… Teachers

Why not take a picture of your students’ masterpiece and post it on the
Maths-Whizz Facebook page for your chance to win Whizz goodies? Simply go to
facebook.com/MathsWhizzTutor or search for ‘Maths-Whizz’ and upload!
Winners to be announced on 22nd December. Good luck Whizzers!
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COLOUR IN...

Name
Date

Turn Superant into a Christmas tree!

Psst… Teachers

Why not take a picture of your students’ masterpiece and post it on the
Maths-Whizz Facebook page for your chance to win Whizz goodies? Simply go to
facebook.com/MathsWhizzTutor or search for ‘Maths-Whizz’ and upload!
Winners to be announced on 22nd December. Good luck Whizzers!
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Name
Date

COLOUR BY NUMBERS
Hammie is covered in equations!
Using the colour key, can you solve each equation to colour Hammie correctly?
Ask your teacher for help if you need it.
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You can show your working out below!

colour
key
3 = light brown
4 = dark brown
5 = black
7 = pink
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COLOUR BY NUMBERS
Hippo is covered in equations!

Using the colour key, can you solve each equation to colour Hippo correctly?
Ask your teacher for help if you need it.
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You can show your working out below!

7+

2

2+7

colour
key

9 = black
8 = light purple
3 = dark purple
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WORD SEARCH

Name
Date

Find the
words in
the list
on the
word
search

Hint: Look side to side
as well as up and
down rows

Finished?
1. Colour in the bow to brighten up your word search –
use your favourite colours!
2. Turn over the page. Look up words from the list in the
Maths-Whizz dictionary and write the correct definition.
Why not work with a friend? Who can guess the correct
meaning of all these words? Who can find them all first?
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Turn over the page
to write your definition

WORD SEARCH

Name
Date

Find the words in the
list on the
word search
Hint: Look side to side
as well as up and
down rows

Finished?
1. Colour in the hat to brighten up your word search –
use your favourite colours!
2. Turn over the page. Look up words from the list in the
Maths-Whizz dictionary and write the correct definition.
Why not work with a friend? Who can guess the correct
meaning of all these words? Who can find them all first?
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Turn over the page
to write your definition
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